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We develop a quantitative framework for understanding the class of wicked problems that

emerge at the intersections of natural, social, and technological complex systems. Wicked
problems re°ect our incomplete understanding of interdependent global systems and the sys-

temic risk they pose; such problems escape solutions because they are often ill-de¯ned, and thus

mis-identi¯ed and under-appreciated by communities of problem-solvers. While there are well-

documented bene¯ts to tackling boundary-crossing problems from various viewpoints, the in-
tegration of diverse approaches can nevertheless contribute confusion around the collective

understanding of the core concepts and feasible solutions. We explore this paradox by analyzing

the development of both scholarly (social) and topical (cognitive) communities ��� two facets of
knowledge production studies here that contribute towards the evolution of knowledge in and

around a problem, termed a knowledge trajectory ��� associated with three wicked problems:

deforestation, invasive species, and wildlife trade. We posit that saturation in the dynamics of

social and cognitive diversity growth is an indicator of reduced uncertainty in the evolution of
the comprehensive knowledge trajectory emerging around each wicked problem. Informed by

comprehensive bibliometric data capturing both social and cognitive dimensions of each

problem domain, we thereby develop a framework that assesses the stability of knowledge

trajectory dynamics as an indicator of wickedness associated with conceptual and solution
uncertainty. As such, our results identify wildlife trade as a wicked problem that may be di±cult

to address given recent instability in its knowledge trajectory.

Keywords: Knowledge trajectory; knowledge integration; knowledge networks; collaboration

networks; relatedness; diversity.

1. Introduction

Scienti¯c knowledge production is a necessary input for better responding to the

direct consequences, downstream impacts, and systemic risk associated with complex

problems [7, 10, 24, 41, 56]. Environmental problems in particular, such as climate

change or biodiversity loss, happen at the multidisciplinary intersection of ecological,

social and technological systems, and are therefore inherently complex [62, 73].

Managing such challenging boundary-spanning problems calls on the convergence

of knowledge and expertise across disciplines and inter-sectoral organizations [59].

Although di®erent studies have addressed how knowledge is produced and integrated

within well-established disciplinary domains (e.g., astronomy), little is known re-

garding scienti¯c knowledge production about emerging environmental problems

within the broad envelope of sustainability science (e.g., [7]).

In particular, we are motivated by wicked problems, typi¯ed as untamed,

dynamically complex, and ill-structured problems, that lack clear-cut conceptual and

solution de¯nition [1, 15, 36, 65]. Note that not all problems su®er the same degree

and type of ill-de¯nition, or are equally \wicked", as we further discuss. These known

but largely unattended problems [87] are elusive given the multiple inter-

dependencies and the absence of a \correct" view [6].

In order to fully appreciate the nature and implications of wicked problems,

communities of problem-solvers are needed in convergence to bridge knowledge

across disciplines, thereby triggering a common vision regarding the properties of the

core problems, and the means to address and manage them [1]. Such knowledge

integration depends upon blending existing concepts and social structures (e.g.,

formal communities of researchers) that collectively and intentionally delineate an
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encompassing knowledge trajectory that de¯nes the scope of knowledge around a

given domain [39]. Knowledge trajectories are thus de¯ned as the characteristic

dynamical pathway followed by a domain in both its cognitive (i.e., ideas and con-

cepts) and social dimensions [11, 13, 39, 84]. Although the study of knowledge tra-

jectories has advanced towards identifying how knowledge converge, diverge and

eventually stabilize (e.g., [8, 7, 11, 13, 39]), few studies have explored how knowledge

trajectories emerge within the scope of ill-de¯ned or wicked problems, where para-

doxically, the multiple approaches can nevertheless contribute confusion around the

collective understanding of the core concepts and feasible solutions.

Against this backdrop, we seek to provide a better understanding of knowledge

production around wicked problems starting with the question: do knowledge tra-

jectories emerging around wicked environmental problems di®er according to their

cognitive and social dimensions? As such, for a given problem domain, we seek to

elaborate on the association between the emergence and stabilization of its knowl-

edge trajectory, as it relates to the overall wickedness of the underlying problem.

We develop this framework by constructing a representation of the knowledge

trajectory for each of three environmental problems ��� Deforestation, Invasive

Species, and Wildlife trade. These three problem domains were selected due to the

great risks for negative ecological and societal impact they pose, owing to manifest

systemic-risk associated with interdependent natural, social and technological sys-

tems [19, 24, 27, 41, 77]. Speci¯cally, a common criterion for selecting these three

problems is the lack of technically well-posed objectives, as multiple disciplinary

lenses might prioritize di®erent components of the system and therefore the ways to

address the problem. We argue that these three environmental problems lack cer-

tainty regarding the core concepts and possible solutions, and that such °aws are

su±cient to give rise to instability in the knowledge trajectory dynamics which

manifests in exacerbating conceptual and solution uncertainty.

This work contributes to the literature on the emergence and dynamics of col-

lective knowledge production [7, 8, 12, 25, 39, 58, 61, 78]. To assess the emergence

and stability of the knowledge trajectory for each problem domain, we develop an

empirical data-driven framework focusing on the diversity of topics, disciplines,

collaboration, and geographic coordination. We associate each empirical facet with

either (a) cognitive dimension or (b) the social dimension. By simultaneously com-

paring networks representing (a) and (b), in a similar vein to prior research char-

acterizing knowledge domains [40, 59, 72], we seek to identify patterns of scienti¯c

knowledge production related to wicked problems.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Sec. 2, we describe the

relationship between cognitive and social dimensions of a knowledge trajectory, in the

particular context of wicked problems. Section 3 introduces the data and methodo-

logical framework for assessing the proposed relationships. Section 4 presents our

analysis on the cognitive and social dimensions of knowledge trajectories. Finally, we

conclude by discussing how observed (in)stability in the social and cognitive dimensions

relates to the 3-level typology of wicked problems developed byHeifetz and Heifetz [38].

Dimensions of Wicked Environmental Problems
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2. Conceptual Background

2.1. De¯ning the characteristics of wicked problems

\Wicked" is a concept that emerged from public policy research (also frequently used

in studies of science dynamics) referring to particular characteristics of a knowledge

domain [1, 38]. However, we are unaware of literature exploring the relationship

between \wickedness" and its implications on scienti¯c knowledge production.

Hence, we seek to develop statistical methods for measuring, evaluating and better

understanding wicked problems.

Problems can be de¯ned, among other notions, by the degree to which related

clear-cut concepts and solutions are identi¯able. Heifetz and Heifetz [38] propose

that in respect to the baseline of tame problems (Type I), wicked problems can be

divided between those with well-de¯ned conceptual de¯nitions but with ill-de¯ned

solutions (Type II); and those lacking both well-de¯ned conceptual de¯nitions and

solutions (Type III).

In essence, not all wicked problems have the same degree of wickedness. On the

one hand, Type II wicked problems are conceptually clear but appear `fuzzy' to

problem solvers, as they lack a single exact solution, or alternatively, are faced with

multiple solution pathways characterized by uncertainty [17, 24, 36, 37]. On the

other hand, Type III wicked problems are inherently resistant to clear and unique

de¯nitions [1, 15, 24], and are characterized by de¯nition and solution uncertainty

(see, [6, 36, 38, 47]). In contrast to tame problems, wicked problems result in thorny

issues for which common top-down expert-driven approaches can be insu±cient to

cope with their complexity [24, 30, 38, 65, 69]. In the present context, we acknowl-

edge that environmental problems are not simply di®erentiated as tame or wicked,

but given their tendency to be situated at the nexus of interdependent complex

systems, they are distributed in a spectrum of ill-de¯nition or wickedness [1, 36, 37].

Beyond the issues of ill-de¯ned concepts and solutions, and the multiplicity of

conceptual and solution approaches, wicked problems are also exacerbated by social

factors. Indeed, problems derived from anthropogenic drivers are socially situated

[1, 15]. Hence, addressing wicked problems facing society and planet requires con-

vergent research spanning traditional disciplinary boundaries that leverages cross-

sectoral integration of expertise [3, 21, 47, 48, 59, 77]. Consequently, the variety of

stakeholders, interests, and objectives engaged in the social context may involve a

large collection of opinions and ideas about the problem itself and its causes that can

hinder consensus formation around a shared vision [1, 6, 15, 24, 30, 65]. For this

reason, it is commonly appreciated that the greater the disagreement among sta-

keholders, the more wicked the problem is likely to be. Confusion, discord, and lack of

progress are telltale signs that an issue might be wicked [15]. However, di®erent

studies (e.g., [8, 57, 84, 85]) also indicate that long-term social interactions between

stakeholders are critical to the consequential di®usion of knowledge, second-order

learning and co-production of stable agreements [69, 70, 76]. And while some scholars

argue that the multiplicity of stakeholders is the primary factor contributing to
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wicked problems, we argue that such multiplicity is not a sole determinant. Instead,

we posit that social and cognitive integration plays a dominant role in fostering the

consolidation of knowledge domains, policy agendas, and shared vision, which

together can reduce conceptual and solution uncertainties [7, 24, 34, 39, 61, 76].

We seek to provide clarity around this point by analyzing cognitive and social

dimensions of knowledge trajectories [61]. Regarding the ¯rst dimension, we posit

that cognitive factors are most likely to obfuscate the clarity of problem de¯nitions.

Such lack of agreement around concepts and their relationships is characteristic of

endeavors calling on multi-disciplinary problem-solving. Consequently, wicked pro-

blems may fail to consolidate into stable trajectories because new e®orts fail to

constructively leverage and contribute to existing knowledge [13, 39].

Regarding the second dimension, social factors tend to contribute uncertainty

concerning the set of solution pathways. We posit that the bene¯ts of collaboration

are less potent in research communities lacking clearly delineated pathways forward,

and conversely, that problems lacking identi¯able pathways forward are less likely to

elicit stable community formation. Indeed, establishing and sustaining consequential

leadership may be untenable in wicked scenarios if there is a failure to alert, activate,

orient, and incentivize the vast ¯eld of candidate problem solvers [65]. Ideally,

critical scienti¯c agendas become institutionalized as \Grand Challenges" that serve

as a lighthouse beacon to guide trajectories toward a clearly identi¯able objective

[41, 59]. Another important consideration is that wicked problems are by de¯nition

intractable, thereby lacking a single \closed-form" solution; hence, \better" solutions

are converged upon instead of a unique \correct" one. Such a process is typically

feasible when stakeholders iteratively converge in agreement on how to institution-

alize agendas that best address the problem [1, 6, 15, 30, 31, 77]. As such, wicked

problems are commonly managed, as opposed to being solved, giving rise to a situation

that requires long-standing agreements between stakeholders, robust research agen-

das, and inter- and trans-disciplinary approaches ��� e.g., as Masterson [50] shows for

the case of managing the malaria crisis in global tropical and subtropical zones.

2.2. The relation between problems and knowledge trajectories

Various studies have addressed the knowledge trajectories for well-established

domains (e.g., astrophysics; organic chemistry) identifying that they eventually

reach stable trajectories re°ecting the steady-state accumulation of intellectual de-

velopment (e.g., [11, 39, 40, 85]). Such stability emerges from the incremental ad-

dition of coherent knowledge; in other words, knowledge based upon the preexisting.

Although emerging ¯elds (e.g., computer sciences) show a more turbulent pattern

characterized by °uctuations owing to disruptive innovations, and therefore less

related knowledge. Such ¯elds nevertheless eventually achieve stability in their

richness, e.g., proxied by descriptors like the rate of new keywords used ��� e.g., see

Bonaccorsi [11]. Similarly, research on social dimensions (e.g., [7, 9, 58]) show that

social cohesion manifesting as consolidated collaboration is a common characteristic
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of synergistic cross-disciplinary integration; alternatively, if persistent collaboration

is lacking, then it is less likely that consequential blending of concepts and methods

will succeed.

A common theme in knowledge trajectory research is what role relatedness plays

in knowledge diversi¯cation [13, 25, 39, 40]. Implied in this de¯nition of relatedness is

the strong path dependency regarding the entry and exit of knowledge building-

blocks accumulated in the system [39]. We argue that cognitive relatedness thus

captures to the permanence, continuity, and integration (with the preexisting) of

concepts and ideas.

Similar to cognitive relatedness, social relatedness refers to the permanence and

reinforcement of pre-existing associations between partners. Long-term collabora-

tions underly established process of academic debate [33, 84] that assists in consol-

idating agendas, enables deep learning within and across academic communities

[7, 32, 64], is associated with higher-impact research outcomes [57]. Stable collabo-

ration is therefore an indicator of social consolidation of knowledge trajectories [7].

Cognitive and social networks provide a well-established framework for de¯ning

synthetic indices for analyzing the structure and dynamic of scienti¯c knowledge

production (e.g., [7, 8, 12, 14, 26, 28, 29, 33, 59, 61, 76, 81]). Building up on these

e®orts, here we focus our analysis around the dynamics of two complementary

characteristics ��� the diversity and the relatedness of the entities comprising the

aggregate knowledge trajectory. This approach is similar to previous research using

diversity measures to characterize knowledge trajectories and relatedness [13, 39, 40,

61, 76].

To distinguish our approach to measuring diversity, we ¯rst de¯ne diversity using

the typology proposed by Harrison and Klein [35], which di®erentiates between three

alternative perspectives: variety, separation, and disparity. Unlike previous studies,

here we seek to evaluate the emergence of diversity in problem-solving approaches by

measuring disparity, as opposed to variety (also referred to as richness) or separa-

tion. To be speci¯c, while variety refers to counting the total number of varieties of

entities (or richness of a system), and separation measures the characteristic di®er-

ences between expressed values (di®erentiation), here we choose a measure of dis-

parity because it directly measures the dominance of one or few varieties over the

remaining varieties (i.e., heterogeneity in concentrations of varieties). We posit that

saturation to a problem-speci¯c diversity level is a robust indicator of whether or not

a knowledge trajectory is confounded by conceptual and/or solution uncertainty.

To develop this assessment framework, we systematically analyze disparity levels

for three research areas ��� Deforestation, Invasive Species, and Wildlife trade ���
motivated by the following postulations:

(P1) Invasive Species. Given the clear task and conceptual de¯nition of what is an

invasive species, we anticipate stable knowledge trajectory dynamics for both

cognitive and social dimensions (i.e., closer to a tame problem).

F. J. Arroyave et al.
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(P2) Deforestation. While the de¯nitions regarding deforestation are clear, this

problem su®ers from a lack of e®ective solutions, in part owing to multiple

global stakeholders, despite being a problem that is highly localized. Hence, this

problem su®ers primarily from solution uncertainty (i.e., Type II wicked

problem). As such, we expect such conditions to generate unstable or turbulent

collaboration patterns.

(P3) Wildlife Trade. In contradistinction to P1 and P2, we suspect that instability

in both cognitive and social dynamics results from relatively high conceptual

and solution uncertainty (i.e., typical of a Type III wicked problem).

3. Methods

We analyze knowledge trajectory change by assessing structural changes in diversity

(disparity) among the constituent components of the research corpus in and around

each problem domain [7, 26, 39]. In what follows we ¯rst detail the environmental

problems addressed and then we describe our proposal for assessing structural

changes in a given research domain, which is su±ciently general to be applied beyond

the three case studies explored in this work.

3.1. Environmental problems

Grand environmental challenges involve high degrees of uncertainty in cognitive,

social, and technical dimensions. By way of example, a conservation biologist may

have to make decisions or recommendations about ecosystem management before a

complete theoretical, empirical or methodological foundation have been established

[1, 36, 37, 74, 75]. Therefore, tolerating epistemic uncertainty in terms of what

the best available knowledge may be an unavoidable component of environmental

science [24, 77].

3.1.1. Three environmental problem examples

We focus on three environmental problems of global extent (Deforestation, Invasive

species, Wildlife trade) with origins in human development [82]. Since the late 1970s

several studies have suggested that the three problems are both drivers and symp-

toms of global change, biodiversity loss and the asymmetric relationship between the

global North and South [5, 68, 86]. These problems are therefore incorporated into

political actions through international conventions and accords that deal with the

interconnected nature and boundary crossing aspects of the phenomena at hand;

examples include the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of

Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES) of 1973, the Convention on Biological Diversity

(CBD) of 1992, and the Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degra-

dation (REDD) of 2008.

The ¯rst problem studied is Deforestation, which refers to the intentional re-

duction of forest cover in both legal and illegal contexts. Deforestation has been tied

Dimensions of Wicked Environmental Problems
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to the expansion of commercial and subsistence agriculture frontier, legal and illegal

logging for paper and industrial hardwood, urbanization, deserti¯cation, and climate

change [4, 49, 86]. The impacts of deforestation on vulnerable populations can be

wide ranging and degrade human wellbeing [4, 16]. Figure 1(a) shows the disciplinary

composition of the scienti¯c research on deforestation, illustrating a background

context involving both the natural sciences (in the endeavor to assess land cover

change and its impacts), as well as the social sciences (relating to forest/agriculture

management, as well as e®orts to understand the sociocultural and economic impacts

of deforestation).

The second problem studied is Invasive Species, which refers to biological inva-

sions or the unnatural demographic growth of species. Invasive species are frequently

nonnative species introduced to an ecosystem either intentionally (e.g., in an active,

deliberate manner) or unintentionally (e.g., in passive, accidental manner), though

some native species can also become invasive [18, 42]. The mechanisms and con-

sequences of biological invasions di®er across species, organisms, and economic set-

tings [42]. The economic impacts of controlling or coping with existing, or preventing

new, invasions are signi¯cant, frequently exceeding hundreds of billion dollars per

year [53]. Biological invasions are mostly human-driven, though ecologically shaped

and ¯ltered which re°ect the disciplinary composition of the research in this problem

that is notably focused on biological sciences, in particular zoology Fig. 1(b). From a

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. (Color online) Disciplinary composition of three environmental problems. Disciplinary composi-

tion of the three environmental problems domains: (a) Deforestation; (b) Invasive Species; (c) Wildlife

Trade. Shown are the top 20 most frequent WoS categories associated with each. Data point colors

indicate physical sciences (green) and social sciences and humanities (blue).
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disciplinary perspective, biological invasion is mostly addressed through the lenses of

natural sciences, with little social sciences imprint despite the known consequences of

invasive species in the livelihoods and economy of the inhabitants of the recipient

ecosystems [71].

Finally, the third environmental problem is Wildlife Trade, or alternatively

wildlife tra±cking, which refers to the legal and extralegal commercialization and use

of wild fauna and °ora, as well as their derived products. Both legal and illegal

wildlife trade frequently su®er from fuzzy boundaries that are highly debated in

academia and practice [19]. Wildlife trade spans through local and international scales

encompassing complex social networks that supply the increasing demand for medi-

cines, souvenirs, pet markets, wild meats, and cultural customs [2, 68, 82]. One aspect

of the problem frequently highlighted is its profound ecological and social impacts [2]

such as biodiversity loss, corruption, and violence. In contrast to the previous two

problem domains,Wildlife Trade has prominent research streams in the social sciences.

More speci¯cally, Fig. 1(c) shows that besides biological sciences, this problem is co-

dominated by human sciences such as criminology and government.

3.2. Data

Multiple scienti¯c repositories have been widely used for understanding scienti¯c

dynamics. We use Web of Science (WoS), one of the most prominent sources of

indexed literature [45], to collect the scienti¯c literature associated with each one of

the environmental problems here studied. The information was downloaded in No-

vember 2020 using general queries designed to capture each problem (see Supple-

mentary Note 1 (SN.1)). For each publication we extracted various metadata ¯elds,

including journal (SO), authors (AU), keywords (DE), year of publication, country of

authors' a±liation (CU) and, WoS research subject category (SC, similar to

WoS disciplinary category (WC), both of which are journal-speci¯c ontologies). Fur-

thermore, for each source we also tally two co-occurrence measures, one for co-author

(C-AU) and another for co-keyword (C-DE), in which we tally the frequency of dyads,

i.e., the number of publications featuring author (alternatively keywords) A & B.

3.2.1. Data re¯nement using co-bibliography networks

Scienti¯c repositories systematically compile, store, and make accessible vast quan-

tities of information regarding scienti¯c productivity. However, these information

search and retrieval engines might be sensitive to misidenti¯cations and synonyms.

To avoid including unrelated publications within our analysis we focus on publica-

tions cognitively related with at least part of the core literature associated with each

problem domain. We identi¯ed such publications by reconstructing the corre-

sponding co-bibliography network [33, 63, 83].

Co-bibliography networks (CBN) synthesize the association of a pool of

publications through the literature they cited. CBN are composed by nodes

Dimensions of Wicked Environmental Problems
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(publications) connected by links that indicate the bibliographic similarity or bib-

liographic coupling between them. Publications with high similarity share a large

proportion of bibliographic references, thus they are expected to address similar

problems, or use similar frameworks [22, 55]. Therefore, links in CBNs represent

cognitive proximity between publications. As such, clusters of densely connected

publications in a CBN represent groups of topic-speci¯c publications. Note that we

consider publications within these groups as consolidated knowledge since it

underlies communities of researchers where the knowledge is discussed and di®used

[22, 26, 44]. While there are other extant methods for mapping publication topics, we

choose CBN being that it produces maps similar to other methods [83] and it is

amenable to including recent literature that has not yet had su±cient time to be

itself cited [33].

We assess the bibliographic coupling between pairs of publications by using the

bibliographic coupling distancea proposed by Kesser [43] and implemented by

Grauwin and Jensen [33], which de¯nes the coupling as the normalized intersection

of the cited references, varying from 0 (no coupling) to 1 (identical bibliographies).

Following Ramirez et al. [63], we exclude from the analysis those links that represent

low cognitive proximity between papers (i.e., small coupling) by de¯ning a threshold

that maximizes the formation of highly cohesive clusters of papers (i.e., network's

modularity). We use the Louvain algorithm to identify these clusters [33], which we

term knowledge communities (KC). The threshold is de¯ned by iteratively removing

the links weighted lesser than a given value, and then measuring general properties of

the resulting network such as the resulting modularity, as described in S.N.2. By

removing weak links, we seek to retain the maximum of information (i.e., nodes and

links) while exposing the structure de¯ned by strong links [32, 57] de¯ned here as

communities forming around high cognitive proximity. Consequently, several nodes

might become disconnected and form small components corresponding to tangential

research. Note that studies using networks frequently rely on analyzing the giant

component of the network and excluding the smaller components (e.g., [54]). Here we

include communities larger than an arbitrary threshold of 10 nodes, which maintains

our ability to capture emerging topics [63]. As such, we include nascent frameworks

and ideas, but exclude inconsistent, non-related, and isolated publications.

3.2.2. Data characteristics

Using threshold values of 0.167 (Deforestation), 0.177 (Invasive Species), and 0.181

(Wildlife Trade), we obtain core CBN networks comprised of: 12,674 publications for

Deforestation; 15,947 for Invasive Species; and 650 for Wildlife Trade. The resulting

networks are highly modular (0.88 for Deforestation, 0.95 for Invasive species, and

aBibliographic coupling similarity wij is described by
jRi\Rj jffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jRi jjRj j

p . It evaluates the distance between pub-

lications i and j as the intersection of their references over the length of both list of references.

F. J. Arroyave et al.
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0.85 for Wildlife trade) indicating that the communities identi¯ed are highly cohesive

and well-de¯ned.

Importantly, we note di®erences in the onset of knowledge consolidation for each

problem domain, indicated by the year of the ¯rst publication and the time to reach

half maximum, as illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Note that we refer to consoli-

dated knowledge (or strongly connected CBN) rather than publications in general.

Although the three problems are relatively contemporary (the earliest observation is

in the 1960–70s for the three cases), consolidated knowledge for Deforestation and

Invasive species emerges in the early 1980s, whereas for Wildlife Trade it emerges in

the late 1990s. In Fig. S1(a)–S1(c), we provide additional network visualizations

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (Color online) General characteristics of the source sets de¯ning the three case studies. Defor-

estation (orange), Invasive species (brown), wildlife trade (purple). (a) Cumulative number of sources
including data for Ecology (green) for benchmarking purposes. (b) Cumulative number of knowledge

communities emerging through a given year, reported as the proportion of the total in 2020 to better

facilitate comparison. (c) Author productivity distribution, indicating common scaling despite underlying

di®erences in research domain size.
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showing the emergence of select knowledge communities. For each case, we observe a

sigmoidal curve, similar to other studies of collaboration networks (Bettencourt

et al., 2008), here indicating the onset of knowledge diversi¯cation since each com-

munity represents a collection of research articles that are highly coupled in terms of

their knowledge inputs (see also Fig. 3).

To assess the numerosity and productivity of researchers in each problem domain,

we applied a simple name disambiguation method by collecting articles authored by

common surname and ¯rst initial, an approach that is remarkably robust in studies

of this scope [52]. As well documented in the literature [9, 60, 78, 84], we observe an

extremely right-skewed productivity distribution Fig. 2(c), indicating that each

problem supports just few highly productive authors, whereas the vast majority of

scholars publish just few research articles. Despite the di®erences in the publications

abundance for each problem, estimation of the skew using the single-parameter

power law distribution model P ðx ¼ sources per authorÞ ¼ xa, indicates similar

scaling exponents (a ¼ 2.495 for Deforestation; a ¼ 2.494 for Invasive species; a ¼
2.246 for Wildlife trade). In summary, we show that the 3 case studies are not

markedly di®erent in their general characteristics, thus we argue that di®erences are

de¯ning features of the problem domains, as opposed to idiosyncratic di®erences

associated with variation in sample size and scholar productivity.

3.3. Analytical approach

In this section, we distinguish research article metadata categories used as proxies for

either cognitive or social dimensions. For the cognitive dimension we include the size

of knowledge communities (KC), the frequency of keywords (DE), keywords co-

occurrence or dyads (C-DE), subject categories (SC), and journals (SO). For the

social dimension we include the frequency of authors (AU), coauthors dyads (C-AU)

and countries (CU). Then for each variable we measure the disparity, using two

measures that both correspond to greater disparity the smaller the value: Shannon

Evenness index [51] and the Complementary Gini index (or simply 1�G, where G is

the traditional Gini index). We measure the diversity over the publications retained

in the CBN.

In more detail, Shannon evennessb is a normalized version of the Shannon entropy

which measures the average level of information contained in the variable [51]. Al-

ternatively, the Gini indexc is an inequality coe±cient that measures the pairwise

di®erence between all the data values in the sample normalized by the value expected

of this quantify for a uniform distribution. We use the complementary Gini (1 –Gini)

to simplify the comparison with Shannon. In general, these two indices measure

diversity according to the disparity within the distribution of distinct varieties. Low

bThe Shannon evenness E is represented by � log ðmÞ�1
Pm

i¼1 logðpiÞpi, and is a bounded version of the
traditional Shannon entropy, normalized by the maximum entropy logðmÞ associated with equally fre-

quent varieties.
cThe Gini inequality index G is calculated by ð2n2xÞ�1

Pn
i¼1

Pn
j¼1 jxi � xjj, which evaluates the absolute

di®erence between all the pairs of values (denoted by x), normalized by the mean absolute di®erence.
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Fig. 3. Cognitive composition of the three environmental problems. Co-bibliography networks showing

knowledge communities (groups of publications represented by circles) connected by links conveying their

cognitive relation (see Supplementary Note 2). We manually labeled several communities according to the
topics addressed by the group. The size of the circle represents the number of publications, and the

thickness of links is proportional to the number of connected publications.
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diversity (corresponding to high disparity) is associated with a system dominated by

few varieties or high homogeneity; while high diversity (low disparity) represents

high heterogeneity in the system since varieties are uniformly distributed a no one

dominates. Both metrics vary from 0 (representing homogeneity, low diversity, high

disparity, high concentration) to 1 (heterogeneity, high diversity, low disparity, low

concentration).

We evaluate the temporal changes in the diversity in two ways ��� intra-annually

and inter-annually. In the ¯rst case we calculate the intra-annual diversity using just

the varieties that exist in each given year. Changes in intra-annual diversity indicate

whether the disparity varied in a particular non-overlapping time-frame. For in-

stance, a decrease in intra-annual authorship diversity indicates that the publica-

tions in a given year increasingly concentrated on just a few productive authors. Note

that successive intra-annual diversity values might be the same, indicating for

instance certain degree of concentration in a particular author, but the disparity can

be produced by di®erent varieties (e.g., author a dominates in year 1 and author b in

year 2).

We complement the intra-annual perspective with a second cumulative perspec-

tive on diversity change, calculated by accumulating varieties from the beginning of

the data up through the speci¯c year being analyzed. In this way, an increase in the

inter-annual diversity indicates that varieties included in year t were marginally

represented in the past, and possibly non-existent. We argue that this inter-annual

perspective accounts for the temporal change in path-dependent or relatedness of the

varieties existing up through year t, since variations depend upon the intra-annual

diversity of a given year and the previously existing varieties. In other words,

the inter-annual diversity evaluates how varieties in time t ¯t into the existing

trajectory [29].

Finally, we assess the degree to which a given disparity value could arise from

random con¯gurations of the same empirical varieties, calculated by estimating the

average diversity values obtained through a random null model. In this way, the null

model captures patterns representing a baseline for a particular problem, where the

variables of interest have no e®ect (see, [79]). Our null model is comprised of 5000

random ensembles, where each ensemble of varieties is obtained by shu®ling the

publication years (i.e., intertemporal resampling), followed by the calculation of the

intra- and inter-annual diversities. We then represent the estimated null diversities

as the mean diversity across 5000 realizations along with the corresponding inter-

quartile range. In this way, we conserve the number of research articles analyzed in a

given year, but allow for variation in their other covariates. The objective of this

comparative baseline is to assess to what degree temporal patterns can be explained

by phenomena in excess of the intrinsic °uctuation level associated with the entry

and exit of varieties, as well as their frequency dynamics.

Note that in cases where there is little di®erence between the empirical intra-

annual diversity and the null model suggests that the diversity is a product of the

number of varieties included, but not of their distribution. Moreover, small
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di®erences between the empirical inter-annual diversity and the null indicate the

absence of temporal sorting and sporadic bursts in the underlying data. If the tem-

poral distribution of varieties has some order (e.g., some proli¯c author only pub-

lished in early years and then was replaced by new proli¯c authors) it is unlikely that

the null model captures such order. Note also that in the last year of evaluation

di®erences in the inter-annual diversity between the null model and the empiric data

are not expected since the distribution of varieties in the last year is the same for

both. All the calculations were made in R 3.6 [80] using the package igraph [23].

4. Results

In the previous sections we document the similarities in growth rate, author pro-

ductivity distribution, and modularity of the co-bibliography networks (CBN)

shown in Fig. 2. In what follows, we ¯rst further describe the CBNs for each of the

three environmental problems, and then we assess the disparity dynamics, used as

proxies for the temporal structure of the cognitive and social dimension of the overall

knowledge trajectory. Importantly, the observed dynamics are consistent regardless

of the diversity measure used, as indicated by comparing calculations using Shannon

Evenness (Figs. S2–S5) and Complementary Gini indices (Figs. S6–S9). Thus, we
choose to focus the remainder of our analysis on the results obtained using the

complementary Gini index.

Knowledge communities (KC) are natural elements for analyzing the structure of

CBNs, given their co-bibliographic construction. In Fig. 3, we show a simpli¯ed

representation of each CBN (for detailed networks see Fig. S1) in which nodes

represent KC and links between them represent the number of articles connected

(representing bibliographic coupling) between the papers included in each pair of

KCs. Note that the number of KC between each problem analyzed vary. Di®erences

in the sizes of KC (number of papers included) within each problem are evident,

showing that the BCNs are composed of a few very large communities and a (rela-

tively) large collection of small communities, some of which are disconnected from

the network's fully connected (giant) component.

As mentioned, KC are clusters of publications cognitively proximal research

publications. Such clusters represent conceptual and methodological frameworks,

developed by scholarly communities incrementally over time for the purpose of

forming a coherent scienti¯c discourse [14, 33, 61, 63]. By manual assessment of titles

and abstracts we can identify the topics covered in each KC. For example, we ¯nd

that Deforestation KC encompass a variety of topics such as the relation between

land cover and water quality, fragmentation and habitat use, human impacts on

habitat integrity, the role of forest in economic growth and equity, and the rela-

tionship between production of sustainable energies and deforestation, among other

topics (see Figs. 1(a) and S1(a)). KC topics for Invasive Species include the genetic

structure of invasive populations, comparative biology between invasive and

non-invasive species, management of invasions, dispersion and spatial structure of
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invasion, and invasions in human-dominated ecosystems (Figs. 1(b) and S1(b)).

Finally, Wildlife Trade is characterized by KC topics associated with criminology,

invasive species derived from wildlife trade, epidemiology and public health,

the relationship between wildlife trade and social media, law enforcement and

policy, among other topics (Figs. 1(c) and S1(c)). Note that the collection of topics

included in each problem re°ect the multiple views that researchers develop.

Although many views can be complementary, it is likely each one emphasizes speci¯c

elements (concepts) of the problem, and therefore also addressing possible solution

pathways.

4.1. Cognitive dimension

We analyze the cognitive dimension of each knowledge trajectory by assessing the

changes in the disparity ��� for both intra and inter-annual levels. First, Fig. 4(a)

shows the intra-annual variation for knowledge community sizes, which indicates a

sustained increase in diversity (increasing parity) across all problem domains.

However, we note for Invasive Species and Wildlife Trade that the trajectories are

only slightly greater than the expected values yielded by the null model. This sug-

gests that the intra-annual diversity for these two problems is consistent with the

random expectation and the changes in the diversity are the product of the increase

in the volume of publications. In contrast, the KC diversity for Deforestation prior

2008 can't be explained by the abundance of publications, suggesting the existence of

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (Color online) Temporal variation in parity in cognitive dimension. Temporal parity measured as

the complementary Gini index (1 – Gini) in knowledge community sizes for three problem domain areas:

Deforestation (orange), invasive species (brown), and wildlife trade (purple). (a) Intra-annual variation.
(b) Cumulative (inter-annual) variation. Larger (smaller) parity values (reported as 1 – Gini Index)

correspond to lower (higher) concentration levels. Shaded intervals denote the interquartile range for data

generated by randomized null model, applied to each domain separately; dashed lines indicate the mean

null model realization value.
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some internal process associated with the temporal distribution of e®orts across

multiple KC that lead to such high initial diversity.

On the other hand, analysis of inter-annual variation, which better accounts for

inter-temporal correlations manifesting in burstiness, shows a rapid increase in the

diversity with large deviations from the null model, especially during early periods

(Fig. 4(b)). However, Wildlife Trade, and also Deforestation to a lesser degree,

feature prominent decreases in diversity corresponding to higher concentration levels

(i.e., smaller Complementary Gini index values). Additionally, complementary Gini

index values for Wildlife trade are consistently smaller than the rest of the problems,

indicating in general a lower baseline diversity, which is indicative of higher con-

centration of knowledge within certain KC. We posit that both saturation around a

stable value, as well as higher concentration levels, can be associated with higher

relatedness. In such a case, as more recent publications are incorporated, they tend to

disproportionality contribute to the growth of a few existing KC, as opposed to

creating new KC or being homogeneously distributed across existing KC. As such,

results for KC indicate that topical diversity emerges through diversi¯cation of va-

rieties which tend to grow equitably towards a stable saturation point at which point

the system of knowledge is coherently related, as it is the case of Invasive Species.

In addition to KC, we also computed the disparity time series for several other

cognitive dimension variables (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)), including subject category (SC),

journal (SO), keywords (DE), and keywords dyads (C-DE); for simplicity we present

only a subset of these results, and the rest are presented in Figs. S2–S9. Results for
intra- and inter-annual variation in the diversity of the mentioned variables indicate

that the variables are mostly indistinguishable from the null expectation at the intra-

annual level; the inter-annual variables follow a generic increase in diversity that

coincides with the null expectation, except for Deforestation which features a rela-

tively high initial diversity (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)); Wildlife Trade features relatively

high concentration levels for inter-annual dynamics (Figs. 5(a), 5(b), S2–S9). As

such, we corroborate that the main di®erences in the cognitive dimension between

the problem domains is in the analysis of KC disparities (Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)).

4.2. Social dimension

In order to analyze the social dimension of each knowledge trajectory, we present

results for co-author and country disparity, as indicators of the relatedness of social

communities (see Figs. S2–S9 for results derived from other social dimension vari-

ables). In particular, we focus on results corresponding to inter-annual diversity.

Figure Fig. 5(c) shows the results for C-AU (which are nearly identical to the

results obtained for the authorship variable), which indicate that collaboration is a

variable that largely di®ers from the expectations of the null model for Deforestation

and Invasive Species, but less so for Wildlife Trade. Although we identify proli¯c

authors (Fig. 3(c)) in the research domain of Wildlife Trade, their impact is di-

minished in the case of inter-annual variation where we account for their temporal
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ordering. Interestingly, for Wildlife Trade and Deforestation we note a reversal to-

wards higher concentration during the past decade, indicating an increase in the

social relatedness possibly owing to a greater exploitation of existing collaborations.

This suggests, at least for Deforestation, that the research activity has recently

concentrated in a subset of authors and their collaborators.

Analysis of author a±liation country data provides a proxy for diversity in or-

ganizational (e.g., Universities, Research centers, NGOs) and institutional factors

(e.g., national science funding). Results reported in Fig. 5(d) show that empirical

diversity calculated for Deforestation and Invasive Species feature early excess parity

with respect to null model levels. Over time these di®erences reduced as parity levels

stabilized around steady values, indicating high geographic parity. Wildlife Trade

features little deviation from random expectation, and parity has steadily increased

over time, corresponding to a decreased concentration of geographic leadership. To

further support these results, we also calculated productivity diversity between the

global South and North (Figs. S5(i)–S9(i)) and also observe inequalities in the

production of knowledge generally decreasing over the long run.

In summary, we identi¯ed important di®erences across the three environmental

problems evaluated. Invasive Species is characterized by an increasing diversity in

Fig. 5. (Color online) Temporal variation in parity in cognitive and social dimensions. Cumulative (inter-
annual) parity calculated for three problem domain areas ��� deforestation (red), invasive species (blue),

wildlife trade (purple) ��� and four di®erent types of cognitive and social networks: (a) WoS Subject

categories; (b) co-keywords dyads, (c) co-authors dyads, and (d) author a±liation country. Shaded

intervals denote the interquartile range for data generated by randomized null model, applied to each
domain separately; dashed lines indicate the mean null model realization value. For comparison, intra-

annual analysis is provided in the SM.
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both cognitive and collaboration trajectories that saturates in recent times. Such a

pattern describes homogenous growth across the di®erent topics embodied, and the

community of researchers as well as their supporting organizations, in addition to

growth supported by preexisting structures (i.e., topics and researchers) fostering the

recent stabilization of both cognitive and social dimensions.

Similarly, Deforestation is also characterized by high diversity levels, for both

cognitive and social dimensions, and featuring an approach to a stable diversity level.

However, for some cognitive (KC) and collaboration (CU, C-AU) variables, we ob-

serve a slight reduction in the diversity indicative of recent increase in concentration

in some varieties (e.g., topics, authors). These suggest changes in the scope of the

research in this problem either by increased emphasis or paucity in some topics and

researchers. We also observe reduced productivity inequalities between the global

North and South.

Finally, Wildlife Trade represents the most distinct problem of the three, showing

important changes in cognitive (KC) and collaboration trajectories (C-AU) char-

acterized by strong reduction in the diversity after periods of sustained increase.

Observed parity values are typically less than those observed for other problems and

are indistinguishable from the null expectation in many circumstances (DE, C-DE,

AU, C-AU, CU). These results indicate that the knowledge about this problem has

grown disproportionally within a few building blocks (e.g., topics, countries), thereby

reducing the development potential for this wicked problem domain. Moreover,

comparison of intra- and inter-annual dynamics shows heterogeneous growth, indi-

cating that the knowledge trajectory is not consolidating into a stable core of re-

search topics or research leaders (neither individual nor geographic).

5. Discussion

We analyzed the social and cognitive dimensions of knowledge trajectories emerging

around three environmental problems ��� Deforestation, Invasive Species, and

Wildlife Trade. Despite the common backdrop of sustainable development and

conservation, we observe di®erences across the di®erent problem domains that we

attribute to the role of uncertainty associated with problem and solution identi¯-

cation. First, we note di®erent time periods when these problems ¯rst emerged

(Fig. 2(b)) along with di®erent subsequent total knowledge production as indicated

by publication volumes in each problem domain (Fig. 2(a)). Together, these obser-

vations illustrate how problem prioritization [20] reinforces the role of path-depen-

dency in the evolution of knowledge production, and consequently also a®ects the

time required for building a common understanding and agenda.

Second, we observe a broad spectrum of topical approaches (Fig. 3), which may

indicate contested spaces where assumptions and knowledge are debated [7, 13, 29].

In particular, Deforestation and Wildlife Trade exhibit a prominent period of de-

creasing parity across knowledge communities (Fig. 4(b)). Third, we do not observe

any indication that Wildlife Trade will achieve stability in the social dimension based
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upon the prominent decrease in parity observed in Fig. 5(c). Yet it remains to be seen

if stability in the cognitive dimension of Wildlife Trade will spread into the social

dimension, which is a potential avenue for change [3, 14]. However, stability in the

social dimension may exacerbate solution uncertainty by reinforcing echo chambers

in which a few highly productive authors (or collectives) dominate the discourse.

Such a situation could limit the development of alternative leading roles, hampering

the cross-fertilization between researchers and organizations, and reducing progress

towards second-order \deep learning" [62, 63, 70].

We posit that variability in knowledge trajectory dynamics indicate di®erent

wickedness characteristics [38]. When comparing our results with those previously

reported for more well-established domains [7–9, 11, 13, 40] we identify some marked

di®erences in the three domains evaluated here, which we associate with the char-

acteristic ill-de¯nition of each problem.

First, in contrast with our initial expectation, we found Invasive Species to more

closely correspond to a Type II wicked problem (i.e., conceptually de¯nable but

without clear-cut solution) since cognitive dimensions stabilize in parity, whereas

social dimensions are still changing. Until such a stable community forms, it will be

challenging to settle disagreements concerning candidate solutions. Second, our

initial expectations for Deforestation were also short, as this problem appears to be

closer to a Type III wicked problem when considering the instability of both cognitive

and social dimensions. And ¯nally, in the case of Wildlife Trade, our analysis

con¯rms our initial expectation of a Type III wicked problems. As such, these two

Type III problems su®er from disparities that negatively a®ect the development of

an integrated research domain.

We acknowledge that our approximation to capturing the evolution of these

problem domains is incomplete. For example, our focus on disparity measures does

not provide insights into knowledge relatedness through the lens of separation di-

versity, as reported in other work (e.g., [13, 39, 45]). In addition, while our opera-

tional framework illuminates the structure of research producing fundamental

changes in each problem, it does not provide any additional indication as to how the

particular pathways connecting cognitive and leadership micro-changes translate

into macro-level knowledge trajectories. A better understanding of the causal

channels through which these dynamics operate will be critical to steering wicked

problem domains away from unconsolidated, unactionable and eventually neglected

research traps.

To address these extant challenges, we developed a generalizable framework that

compares the intra-annual to the inter-annual parity dynamics, as a way to illustrate

the nuances associated with the growth and saturation of diversity. In particular, our

analysis of inter-annual parity indicates that growth and stability are not mutually

exclusive. Indeed, cognitive trajectories often follow a process of diversi¯cation fol-

lowed by consolidation and increased relatedness [39, 61], capturing the process

by which multiple voices and meld and trigger a shared vision for moving forward

[3, 14, 31, 32, 40, 64, 76]. Contrariwise, locked-in or highly concentrated trajectories,
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as exhibited in the case of Wildlife Trade, can inhibit integrative, holistic, and post-

normal approaches and instead may promote the emergence of conceptual echo

chambers in which disproportionally few topics are mainly discussed by a reduced

subset of voices [24, 25, 30, 31, 74].

As such, environmental wicked problems appear to necessitate integrated diver-

si¯cation [3, 14, 48] in which multiple voices and approaches can be included while

consolidation of existing research agendas and communities of expertise takes place

[62]. Balancing the tension associated with this paradox of cross-disciplinary inte-

gration will help distribute e®orts and capabilities toward speci¯c solutions that

iterate towards addressing the underlying complexity [1, 24, 47]. Failing to address

the tension may give rise to untenable or unactionable solutions that hinder the

translation of science-based solutions into societal action, particularly at the aca-

demic–industry–government interface [46], or neglected problems as in the case of

some diseases [66, 67]. Indeed, extremely wicked problems are likely to su®er from a

broader societal disregard for pursuing further action owing to the lack of or insuf-

¯cient clarity or completeness regarding problem de¯nitions and solutions.
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